Wave propagation and acoustic scattering problems require vast computational resources to be solved accurately at high frequencies.
Introduction
Numerical simulations in acoustics are often based on a boundary integral equation reformulation of the Helmholtz equation, see for example [12, 32] . An incoming wave that is scattered by an obstacle Ω with boundary Γ results in a scattered field u s (x), that can be represented by the so-called single layer potential, u s (x) = Γ K(x, y)v(y)ds(y).
(1)
Here, K(x, y) is the Green's function of the Helmholtz equation with wavenumber k and v(y) is the unknown density function, defined on Γ. Sound-soft and sound-hard obstacles give rise to Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions respectively, with zero pressure or zero normal velocity on Γ. These lead to integral equations of the first or second kinds. Though other representations of the scattered field exist, which give rise to different integral equations, in this paper we present our results using the representation above. The analytical results depend solely on the parameters of the physical problem, such as the geometry and relative locations of the scattering obstacles, and not on the particular integral equation that is used. The numerical discretisation of, for example, the Dirichlet problem u s (x) = f (x), x ∈ Γ, leads to a large and dense linear system [5] . A family of hybrid numerical-asymptotic methods aims to significantly reduce the size of the linear system by incorporating information about the solution from asymptotic analysis (see Figure 1 : A symmetric multiple scattering configuration with two disks. Shown are an incident plane wave (brown), its reflections off the first and second obstacle (cyan), and one further second reflection (red). These rays leave the scene. The only possible rays that can bounce around for many reflections, or even indefinitely, are those close to or exactly on the periodic orbit (blue). Geometrically, the periodic orbit minimizes the distance between the two obstacles.
e.g. [1, 8, 3, 4, 19] , as well as the review [10] and references therein). In particular, phase-extraction methods use information about the phase g (or multiple phases g m ) of the solution v(y), in order to discretize only the remaining non-oscillatory parts f m in the following factorization: The phases g m can be determined from asymptotic analysis, for example via ray tracing. Ray tracing methods for scattering configurations with multiple obstacles at high frequencies lead to a sequence of single-scattering problems, mimicking exactly the tracing of wavefronts, in such a way that the phase can be extracted from a single density on a single obstacle in each case [17, 16, 2, 11] . The methodology is illustrated in Figure 1 for the case of two circular obstacles. The first computation is the scattering of the incoming wave by just one of the obstacles, disregarding the other one. In this case, the density mostly inherits the phase of the incoming wave, evaluated along the boundary. Next, the reflected field is considered as an incoming wave for the other obstacle, and so on. This process is repeated and care has to be taken to include all reflections by all obstacles until convergence.
It was shown by Ecevit et al. in a series of papers that for a set of convex obstacles the sequence of single-scattering problems can be organised according to certain periodic orbits [16, 2, 14, 15, 7] . Examples of these are illustrated in Figure 2 . Each periodic orbit consists of the shortest path between a subset of obstacles, and one can intuitively understand them as follows. Rays originate in a source and reflect off obstacles in the scene. Rays that do not reflect onto another obstacle leave the scene forever. For rays that do reflect again, one can repeat the reasoning on the next iteration of reflections. Fewer and fewer rays will remain, and those that do can only be close to the aforementioned periodic orbits. Indeed, a ray that travels exactly on the shortest path between a collection of obstacles remains trapped in the scene forever, while any other ray that deviates from these particular trajectories ultimately leaves the scene.
The rays in periodic orbits settle down to an asymptotic limit -asymptotic both in the number of iterations and in the frequency -which we call a mode of the configuration of scatterers. From experiments, one observes that the phases of the densities involved converge to some equilibrium after a number of iterations. Indeed, this can be seen in for example [17, Fig. 1 & 2] , although this feature was not further investigated there.
Say a periodic orbit involves J obstacles Ω j , j = 1, . . . , J. Rays that travel along the orbit induce a density V j on each of the participating obstacles. Starting with density V 1 on the first obstacle, the observation is Figure 2 : Depiction of periodic orbits between three spherical scatterers: one periodic orbit visits all three scatterers in a triangle-shaped trajectory minimizing the total path length (blue), and one periodic orbit exists between each combination of two spheres (red).
that after a full cycle of reflections the induced density on the first obstacle is (asymptotically) proportional to V 1 again. We will assume the densities to have the form
where the phase φ j (τ ) corresponds to the conjectured limiting phase described above. We expect that this phase is only well-defined for τ corresponding to the portions visible to the previous scatterer in the periodic orbit, but v smooth j (τ ) is very small for other τ anyway. The 'modes' can be seen as eigenfunctions of the multiple scattering problem. Indeed, the existence of a limit indicates that a wave with the density V 1 on the first obstacle induces a density V 2 on the second obstacle, V 3 on the third obstacle and so on, such that the last density V J induces precisely the density V 1 again on the first obstacle, up to a constant factor. This constant factor can be seen as an eigenvalue, and the collection of densities on each of the obstacles is an eigenfunction of the sequence of single scattering problems. It only depends on the geometry of the scatterers and not on the incident wave.
Similar periodic or short orbits have appeared in other settings, in connection to Random Matrix Theory [25, 21] . Certain quantum graphs are employed to study disordered systems. In principle, rays can keep bouncing from an obstacle to another arbitrary obstacle and this wave chaos leads to the application of Random Matrix Theory to obtain spectral statistics of those graphs. Although wave chaos theory has been developed primarily in the context of quantum mechanics, the similarities with statistical methods such as Statistical Energy Analysis are explained in [30] . The case of an array of cylinders has been studied in [26] and can be viewed in analogy with the case of two disks studied here.
The goal of the current paper is to compute those limiting phases, assuming their existence. We formulate a highly nonlinear system of differential equations that describes the phases. We show that our goal can be achieved if we restrict ourselves to the computation of Taylor series expansions of the phases around the points where the periodic orbits touch the obstacles. This computation is independent of any incident wave, and it is also computationally independent of the wavenumber k of the overall Helmholtz problem and allows solving the system numerically in a simple setting. Still, having an approximation close to the periodic orbit may already be sufficient for practical puposes, as the modulus of V j (τ ) is maximal here and decays further away. Physically, this is due to rays rapidly leaving the scene the further away they are from the periodic orbit.
Our implementation of the computation of Taylor series and other results in this paper is publicly available on GitHub [29] and a copy of the code can always be obtained from the authors.
Firstly, we exploit symmetry for the simple case of two circular scatterers, as shown in Figure 3 . In this case, which was also presented in [22] , there is a single periodic orbit, namely the shortest path between the two disks. Using symmetry, it is sufficient to study a single phase function. Secondly, a general procedure is presented to approximate the phase of densities associated with periodic orbits with arbitrary numbers of obstacles with quite general geometries. We analyze the limiting phase via its Taylor series around the point where the shortest path hits the boundary. The advantage of the Taylor series approximation is that it leads to fully explicit expressions.
We formulate the problem as an eigenvalue problem for an oscillatory integral operator that represents scattering. Looking for eigenfunctions of the form (2) leads to oscillatory integrals. In order to analyze these asymptotically for a large wavenumber k, we use the well-known method of steepest descent [31, 6] . It deforms the path of integration into paths of steepest descent in the complex plane, such that oscillating integrands are transformed to rapidly decaying integrands. A considerable simplification is that we do not need to determine these paths exactly, as we are only interested in the phase of these oscillatory integrals. We do remark that a more extensive analysis of the integrals could lead to an asymptotic description of the amplitudes v smooth j (τ ) in (2) as well as the phase. A similar methodology was employed in [20] in order to obtain the asymptotic expansion of the solution of a scattering problem, possibly involving multiple obstacles as well. In particular, the method of steepest descent was used in [20] to track the forward propagation of rays, given an initial incoming wave. The main difference is that in our current setting, we are concerned with an eigenvalue problem instead.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we detail the formulation of a non-linear system of equations that describes the phases on two obstacles, later generalised to multiple obstacles. In § 3, we derive explicit Taylor expansions for the phases of the mode of a periodic orbit with two disks. In the next section this is again generalized to a larger number of obstacles with general shapes. A geometrical interpretation of the phase is given in § 5. The next section details the numerical approximation of the phase that we use to validate our results in § 7. Finally, we present some concluding remarks.
Remark 1
In this paper we compute the asymptotic phases of the densities in periodic orbits, under the assumption that these orbits exist. This is the case at least when the configuration of obstacles satisfies the conditions stated by Ecevit et al. in [16] , where 2D multiple scattering problems involving multiple obstacles were first analyzed. Thus, following [16] , we assume a set of J disjoint, smooth and convex obstacles, where in addition rays between two obstacles never intersect a third obstacle (the no-occlusion condition). Yet, we show that the expressions do seem to be valid for some more general configurations in § 7.
Problem statement
In this section, we arrive at the formulation of a non-linear system of equations that describes the phases on each obstacle. We focus on J = 2 scatterers and generalise this to an arbitrary number at the end of this section.
Notation
As in (2), we will refer to functions on obstacle Ω j with subscript j, where j = 1, . . . , J. Each obstacle Ω j has a boundary Γ j , and we assume a parameterization which we denote by y = Γ j (τ ). Here, y is a point on the obstacle corresponding to a unique value τ ∈ [0, 1] in the parameter domain, which we assume to be the interval [0, 1] for all obstacles. We will use y and τ interchangeably to denote a point. For clarity, we will often use an indexed parameter variable τ j to denote a point on Γ j .
We assume that the periodic orbit with J obstacles is known: i.e., the obstacles, their order and the corresponding reflection points Γ j (τ * j ) on them. Given an ordered collection of obstacles {Ω j } J j=1 , the points T = {τ * j } in the corresponding periodic orbit minimise the total length
In the latter sum as well as further on, we define Γ J+1 = Γ 1 in order to shorten the formulae. We assume that there is a unique solution to this minimisation problem, which is clear if all the obstacles involved are convex [16] . However, we do present an example later on with numerical results where this condition is not met. It appears, for example, that the formulae continue to hold if all objects are locally convex and a local minimizer of the form above can be found.
In the expressions above, we have assumed for simplicity of presentation that the periodic orbit contains exactly the obstacles Ω j , j = 1, . . . , J, in that order. Of course, one may consider a periodic orbit between any subset of obstacles, say, Ω 3 and Ω 5 . The formulae that follow remain valid simply by considering the multiple scattering problem involving only Ω 3 and Ω 5 , i.e., with J = 2.
The mode that corresponds to the orbit T is the collection of densities {V j (τ )} J j=1 on each of the obstacles in T . The distance function between points on two consecutive obstacles is briefly written as
Finally, we call the function g(x) in an asymptotic expression of the form
the phase of f . The notation above indicates that f and u depend on a wavenumber k. We note right away that the phase is not uniquely defined. In the decomposition we assume that u is non-oscillatory, in the sense that its derivatives do not grow with increasing k. Even then, any constant c added to g can readily be absorbed into u. Hence, g can only be defined up to a constant shift.
Coupling operators and the eigenvalue problem
In order to formulate the eigenvalue problem, recall the single layer potential (1) . We shall use the notation
for its application to a density V i defined on Γ i , and with the point x on Γ j . An incident wave on Γ j is written as u inc j . Disregarding the possibility of resonances, for the time being, the single layer potential leads to coupled integral equations of the first kind for a multiple scattering sound-soft Dirichlet problem. For a set of two obstacles, the coupled system is given by
Here, m 1 and m 2 are the densities on obstacles Γ 1 and Γ 2 and the operators S ji are the single layer potentials (5) . One way to solve this problem, alluded to as ray tracing in the introduction, is to first ignore the other obstacle by leaving out the cross-terms and then to trace consecutive reflections. We numerically illustrate that this converges at the start of § 7.1 and this technique is applied analytically in [20] as well.
The operator under investigation in this paper for J = 2 is given succinctly by
which represents a full cycle of reflections over two obstacles, independently of the incident wave. With this formulation, the goal of the paper is to find an eigenfunction of T of the form (2) , such that
We proceed by analyzing the operator T asymptotically for large k. Expression (7) consists of a number of steps. It is sufficient to analyze only S 11 and S 21 , since S 22 and S 12 are entirely analogous in the case of just two obstacles. We proceed with the latter operator S 21 first.
Field scattered by the first obstacle onto the second
When we calculate the field that Γ 1 scatters onto Γ 2 , we obtain
where we have substituted the Green's function K(x, y) of (1) by its explicit expression for the Dirichlet 2D Helmholtz problem. In order to analyze the integral asymptotically for large k, we want to explicitly characterize its total phase.
Since the points Γ 1 (τ 1 ) and Γ 2 (τ ) are well separated for all τ ∈ [0, 1], and since k is assumed to be large, we can replace the Hankel function by the leading order term of its expansion for large arguments [27, (10.17.5)],
Furthermore, we assume V 1 to have the form given by (2) . Finally, we parameterize the boundary Γ 1 using the parameterization Γ 1 (τ ) with the same name and with Jacobian ∇Γ 1 (τ ) . This results in the asymptotic approximation
where ∆ 1,2 is the Euclidean distance between two points on the two obstacles, recall (4),
We are mainly interested in the leading order behaviour of the integral. Higher order terms can be found by substituting the full expansion of the Hankel function, a process detailed in [20] . Yet, this entails also a full asymptotic expansion of v smooth 1 (τ 1 ), which as of yet is unknown. Importantly, the total phase of the integrand (8) is fully explicit,
As is standard in asymptotic expansions of integrals [31, 23, 6] , one notes that the leading order contribution to an oscillatory integral originates in a region around the stationary points of the phase of the integrand. A stationary point χ of a phase function g(x) is such that g ′ (χ) = 0, i.e., it is a root of the derivative of g. In the context of scattering, such stationary points correspond precisely to points of reflection [20] .
In order to further approximate (8) asymptotically, we look for a stationary point χ 1 (τ 2 ) for each value of τ 2 . Physically, this means that a ray hitting obstacle Γ 2 at the point τ 2 originated in the point τ 1 = χ 1 (τ 2 ) on Γ 1 : it is like inverse ray tracing. The condition for χ 1 (τ 2 ) is that the derivative of the total phase vanishes with respect to the integration variable τ , hence
This is an implicit definition of the function χ 1 . The phase of the resulting function S 12 V 1 is given by
It equals the phase φ 1 at the reflection point, plus the distance from that point to Γ 2 (τ 2 ). This agrees with the principle that the phase along a ray equals the distance travelled.
Recall that τ * j are the points of the periodic orbit. We know by construction that χ 1 (τ * 2 ) = τ * 1 : this expresses that the periodic orbit contains the ray from τ * 1 to τ * 2 . Thus, though χ 1 is characterized only implicitly above, we know at least its value in one point. Furthermore, due to the conditions on the obstacles, the function is necessarily at least locally single-valued.
Finally, we can also define the function χ 2 (τ 1 ) to find the point on Γ 2 from which a ray reflects onto Γ 1 (τ 1 ). Note that χ 2 is not the inverse of χ 1 , but we do have in this scenario of just two obstacles in the orbit that both
2.4 Single scattering problem on the first obstacle Next, we consider S −1 11 . A full computation of the asymptotic expansion of the solution to a single scattering problem, even with phase extraction, is rather involved. The computation is carried out in [20] . The problem of computing the phase of the solution is simpler since, in fact, it is known that the phase of the solution equals the phase of the incoming wave from Γ 2 under the conditions in [16] . As such,
For completeness, the process of obtaining full asymptotics is as follows. Assuming a density of the form (2), the application of the integral operator on Γ 1 yields
A technical complication is the appearance of the logarithmically singular Hankel function, which in this case can not be replaced by its expansion for large arguments as before in (8), where it led to a simpler oscillatory exponential. An alternative is to substitute the Hankel function by its Mehler-Sonine integral representation, which does have a complex exponential in the integrand [27, (10.9.10)]
After splitting the integration interval around τ * 1 , inverting the distance function and interchanging integration variables, a regular steepest descent analysis can be applied on the resulting bivariate integral.
The main observation to make here is that the only relevant asymptotic contribution to the singular oscillatory integral originates in the singularity at τ 1 = τ . As one can apply a path of steepest descent such that the Mehler-Sonine integral representation of H (1) 0 does not contribute to the phase of the integrand (because the singularity is precisely where the argument of H (1) 0 is zero), the phase of S 11 V 1 indeed equals the phase of V 1 .
System of nonlinear equations for two obstacles
We have sufficient information to describe the action of the operator T given by (7) on functions of the form (2) . We look for a function V 1 with phase φ 1 (τ ), such that the density after a full cycle of reflections has the phase φ 1 (τ ) + µ, where µ represents a constant phase shift. Using (10)-(12), the nonlinear system of differential-algebraic equations that φ 1 (τ ), φ 2 (τ ), χ 1 (τ ) and χ 2 (τ ) should satisfy is:
Analogously to (9), we have introduced the phase of the integral representation of S 12 V 2 ,
The first three equations in (14) were introduced before. The final equation introduces the constant phase shift µ, and ensures that φ 1 is recovered after a full orbit up to µ. Since the phase equals the distance travelled, this implies that
where L(T ) is the length of the periodic orbit (3). We have thus derived at a system of 4 equations, which is highly nonlinear in the four unknown functions φ 1 (τ ), φ 2 (τ ), χ 1 (τ ) and χ 2 (τ ). Even in the case of two circular obstacles with equal radius, the system does not seem to allow an explicit analytic solution.
It is not obvious whether the system has a solution at all and, if so, whether the solution is unique.
Remark 2
We make no rigorous claims regarding the (unique) solvability of (14) globally for τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ [0, 1]. Indeed, since our extraction of phases is based on geometrical optics, it is not valid in the shadow region of the obstacles (the shadow relative to the previous obstacle in the orbit). By the no-occlusion condition of [16] and formulated in Remark 1, the periodic orbit is such that rays close to it are amenable to geometrical optics. We assert that a solution to (14) exists in a neighbourhood of the points τ * j on each Γ j , j = 1, . . . , J.
In order to find a local solution to (14) , we augment the system with the initial conditions (11) . Furthermore, it is clear that the phase φ 1 is only determined up to a constant, which we may choose, e.g., by prescribing a value for φ 1 (τ * 1 ). In the following section, we will resort to Taylor series expansions of the unknown functions to approximate the local solution of (14) . This approach does lead to fully explicit expressions for the coefficients. The series is computed around the periodic orbit, where the mode V j (τ ) has a (nearby) local maximum. Though our derivation is not presented in a fully mathematically rigorous way in this paper, the fact that the computation succeeds is a strong indication that the system (14), along with the initial conditions for χ and the function value φ 1 (τ * ), is indeed uniquely solvable in a neighourhood of the periodic orbit.
System for a general number of obstacles
We can readily generalize the arguments of this section to an arbitrary number of obstacles J. The orbit operator T becomes
We can consider each pair of obstacles involved in the reflection of rays, the obstacles (j + 1, j), for j = 1, . . . , J − 1, and the final pair (J, 1). An increasing j means the rays progress forward in time through the obstacles and hence diverge away from the periodic orbit. The function χ j (τ j+1 ) instead contracts around the periodic orbit, i.e., it traces the rays backwards in time from obstacle j + 1 back to j.
We define the phase function of the integral representation of S ji V i (recall (13)) as
where the distance ∆ i,j between points on obstacles Γ i and Γ j is given by (4) .
With that notation, we can formulate the following 2J × 2J nonlinear system:
Here, as before, the phase shift after a full cycle equals the length of the periodic orbit,
This means that the phase of the ray that follows the periodic orbit increases exactly by the length of the path that is travelled. In order to characterize a local solution to (16) , we augment the system with the initial conditions
and we choose a value for φ 1 (τ * 1 ).
The special case of two disks
In this section, we derive explicit Taylor expansions for the phases φ 1 and φ 2 of the mode {V 1 , V 2 } of a periodic orbit between two disks.
Parameterization of the boundary
The non-overlapping disks in Figure 3 are separated by a distance d and the corresponding shortest path is the periodic orbit along which rays will be trapped forever. We choose to parameterize the circular boundaries with radius r specifically as, with τ ∈ [0, 1],
Since the length of the periodic orbit is twice the distance, we have µ = L(T ) = 2d. The points in the periodic orbit are τ * 1 = τ * 2 = 0. When we show numerical values further on, we choose the parameters r = 1/2 and d = 1.
The unknown phase function for the density on Γ 1 was denoted by φ 1 (τ ) before. Due to the geometrical symmetry, and because the parameterization is defined in opposite directions on the two obstacles, we have that φ 2 (τ ) = φ 1 (τ ) + ν, where ν is a constant phase factor. It follows from (14) at τ * = 0 that ν = d, hence
In the following we omit the subscript, i.e. φ 1 (τ ) = φ(τ ). Similarly, we write χ 1 (τ ) = χ 2 (τ ) = χ(τ ). The wavenumber k = 2 9 . The right panel shows that extracting a phase using its Taylor series expansion of degree 2 or degree 8 from the numerical solution leads to a remainder that is non-oscillatory near τ * = 0.
Procedure
We look for a Taylor series around τ * = 0 of the form
We are free to choose the constant c 0 , since it corresponds purely to a constant phase shift and eigenfunctions are only determined up to a constant factor. We arbitrarily set c 0 = d. We also expand χ(τ ) into a Taylor series,
as well as the residuals of the first two equations in (14):
Note that the third and fourth equation of (14) lead to the exact same expansion, recalling that φ 2 (τ ) = φ 1 (τ ) + d and µ = 2d. We already know that a 0 = 0 since χ(τ * 1 ) = τ * 2 = 0. Substituting τ = 0 into (18) also shows that ω 0 = 0. All other coefficients are computed in a recursive procedure in the next subsection. For each index i, starting from i = 0, we solve ω i+1 = 0 and ψ i = 0, i = 0, 1, . . . ,
for the unknowns a i and c i+1 . These conditions express that the residuals of the nonlinear equations vanish to all orders. The newly found coefficients for index i can be used in the next iteration for index i + 1.
Explicit Taylor series coefficients
In the first iteration of (19) for i = 0, starting from ω 1 = 0 = ψ 0 we find that
This corresponds to φ ′ (0) = 0, which indicates that φ has a local extremum at the point τ * = 0 as we expect. For i = 1, we need the series expansion of the left hand side of (18) up to order two, and of the left hand side of (17) up to order 1. Substituting the expansions for χ and φ leads to
where the latter is evaluated at τ α = a 0 + a 1 τ + a 2 τ 2 . We also expand the distance function ∆ 1,2 into a Taylor series. This requires the expansion of the sines, cosines and the square root function in the expressions above, which can all be performed explicitly. Inserting the newly found value c 1 = 0, the equations (19) become the system of quadratic equations
from which we deduce
Because (20) is quadratic in a 1 , there is a second solution, which is given by a 1 = 3 + 2 √ 2, c 2 = − √ 2π 2 . This solution is not physically relevant, as the left side of Figure 6 indicates that c 2 > 0 and, furthermore, a 1 > 1 would imply that the rays move away from the periodic orbit shown in the left part of Figure 3 . Instead, we want χ to be contracting.
For higher i, the systems of equations that arise are linear in all coefficients and the solution is unambiguous. Due to the symmetry in the current problem of two disks, we find that a i = c i+1 = 0 for even values of i. Further computation leads to the next nonzero coefficients
Recall that these values are specific to the choice d = 1 and r = 1/2, though they can easily be generalized by repeating the derivation. The accuracy of these formulae is depicted graphically in the right panel of Figure 3 . We have computed a numerical approximation to the eigenfunction of the operator T (described further on in § 6), and extracted the Taylor series approximation of the phase. The mode is non-oscillatory in a neighbourhood of the critical point τ = 0, it is supported in the region where the disks can 'see' each other, and the oscillatoriness decreases with increasing number of terms in the expansion.
The case of multiple obstacles with general convex shapes
We derive explicit Taylor expansions for the phases of the mode {V j } J j=1 of a periodic orbit with a general number J of obstacles with a general shape. The process is largely comparable to the special case of two disks, yet slightly more involved. One issue that complicates the algebra is the expansion of the distance function ∆ j,j+1 (τ j , τ j+1 ), which is a function of two arguments. It could be done explicitly for the case of two disks, but in general it can only be expanded in terms of the Taylor series expansions of the parameterization of the boundaries at the points τ * j .
Computation of the periodic orbit
In the analytical derivation that follows, we assume that the periodic orbit T = {τ * j } J j=1 is known, given the ordered collection of J obstacles. In practice, of course, one has to compute the reflection points Γ j (τ * j ) on each of the obstacles Γ j . Recall that the periodic orbit minimizes the sum of the distances between each pair of consecutive obstacles. To that end, one has to solve the minimization problem (3).
In our implementation, we find the corresponding parameters τ * j on each obstacle Γ j by a nonlinear optimisation, more specifically the quasi-Newton algorithm in fminunc in Matlab based on supplied gradient and Hessian, and with all tolerances set to machine precision. The initialisation is via the parameters τ j giving the point approximately closest to the mean of 100 approximately equidistant points on each obstacle. Though the solution of the minimisation problem is unique for a collection of convex obstacles, the numerical procedure typically also converges to a periodic orbit for non-convex obstacles. We present an example further on in § 7.3.
Series expansion of the bivariate distance function
The distance function ∆ j,j+1 (τ j , τ j+1 ) appears in the system (16) and has to be expanded in both of its arguments. For this purpose, we determine a double series expansion of the distance between two points τ j and τ j+1 on the obstacles Γ j and Γ j+1 , where we define Γ J+1 = Γ 1 for convenience of notation.
Since we work in two dimensions, the parameterization Γ j is vector-valued. We define its vector-valued Taylor series in terms of the Taylor series of the x and y-components,
The coefficients Γ j,x,n and Γ j,y,n can be obtained directly from the parameterization Γ j (τ j ) by differentiation in the point τ * j . 1 Substituting (22) into expression (4) for the distance function leads, after some algebraic manipulation further detailed below, to
Here, we have introduced several intermediate variables. The values Λ j,x,i,l and Λ j,y,i,l arise from the full expansion of the square of the difference of two expansions of the form (22) for j and j + 1. For the
from which we derive the expression for Λ j,x,m,l after the calculation of two convolutions:
The expression for Λ j,y,i,l is entirely analogous. We have used the Kronecker delta (δ n,k = 1 if n = k and zero elsewhere) to describe the constant terms when m = 1 or l = 1. The coefficients z j,m,i,k arise from the expansion of the square root, and they are given by
The coefficient z j,1,1,1 is not used. As an implementation note, when the two last indices in z j,m,i,k are smaller than a the range of the subscript m relevant for the computation of the expansion is limited to
The final expression for the distance function has the form
where f j,1,1 is the distance between two consecutive points in the orbit,
This is the value around which the square root has been expanded above. Finally, the coefficients that we are looking for in this section are
Since τ * j is part of the periodic orbit which minimizes the total distance, we have that
This leads to the property f j,2,1 = −f j−1,1,2 .
Procedure
More general than in § 3.2, the points τ * j may be nonzero. We look for a Taylor series of the form
As before, we are free to choose the constant c 0 and we set c j,0 = d j , the distance to the next obstacle on the periodic orbit. For notational convenience we again define Γ J+1 = Γ 1 , φ J+1 = φ 1 and so on. We expand χ and the residuals of the equations in (16) into Taylor series as well:
We already know that a j,1,0 = τ * j since χ j (τ * j+1 ) = τ * j . The coefficients ω j,i and ψ j,i can be computed explicitly in terms of a j,1,i and c j,i , using the bivariate Taylor series expansion of the distance function derived above in § 4.2. All other coefficients are computed in a recursive procedure explained in the next subsection. As before, we want the coefficients in the expansion of the residuals to be zero, with the exception of ω j,0 which may be nonzero because of (12).
Formulae for general 2D obstacles
We explicitly expand the power of an expansion using a convolution, leading to
with a j,i,l = l−1 k=i−1 a j,i−1,k a j,1,l−k and with a j,i,i = (a j,1,1 ) i .
Then, (25) and (26) f j,n,l (n − 1)a j,n−2,i−l + c j,1 δ i,1
This gives a set of 2J equations in 2J unknowns a j,1,i and c j,i . For i = 1, this becomes
Note that, when considering the analogous equations for the obstacles j + 1 and j + 2, the first equation above becomes c j+1,1 = −f j+1,2,1 . Combined with the second equation above, this is consistent with (23) . From the Taylor series (24) it is clear that the value c j,1 is the derivative of the phase at the point τ * j on the periodic orbit. If it is zero, the density has an extremum at the critical point, which is related to that the periodic orbit is exactly the shortest distance between the obstacles. Since the signs of c j,1 and of f j,2,1 are opposite, the phase φ j (τ j ) decreases when moving towards the minimum of the distance ∆ j,j+1 (τ j , τ * j+1 ). This minimum does not correspond to the minimum of the phase φ ′ j (τ M j ) = 0. Physically, the latter should be the point where a ray leaves orthogonal to Γ j and reaches the periodic orbit after an infinite number of reflections, where χ j (τ * j+1 ) = τ * j = τ M J if c j,1 = 0, see Figure 4 . Note that the phase depends on the direction of the periodic orbit as well now, in contrast to a periodic orbit with only two obstacles.
The coefficient a j,1,1 is still unknown. So in the next steps over increasing i, all ω j,i are combined with ψ j,i−1 to obtain c j,i and a j,1,i−1 simultaneously for all j. For i = 2, (28) and (27) become ψ j,1 = 0 = f j,2,2 + 2f j,3,1 a j,1,1 + 2c j,2 a j,1,1 , ω j,2 = 0 = [c j,2 + f j,3,1 ](a j,1,1 ) 2 + f j,2,2 a j,1,1 − c j+1,2 + f j,1,3 = f j,2,2 a j,1,1 /2 − c j+1,2 + f j,1,3 .
The latter simplification was possible due to the equation for ψ j,1 . This gives a system of 2J quadratic equations which can be solved with a nonlinear solver with an initial guess c j+1,2 = f j,1,3 and a j,1,1 = 0. A motivation for the latter is that χ j (τ j+1 ) should be a function that contracts around the periodic orbit, so a j,1,1 should be small: more specifically, |a j,1,1 | < |f j,1,2 /f j,2,1 |. We add this check to our code as well as c j,2 > 0, because we expect τ * j to lie close to a (local) minimum of φ j in analogy to the case J = 2. The initial guess c j+1,2 = f j,1,3 makes sure we already satisfy ω j,2 , one of both equations. In the case of the two disks, f 1,2,2 = −π 2 , f 1,3,1 = 3π 2 /2 = f 1,1,3 such that the above equations correspond to (20) and (21) . We expect that if f j,i,m = 0 for all i + m ≤ n + 1 and j ∈ [1, J], a polynomial system of 2J equations, each of which has a total degree ≤ n, will give the solution a j,1,1 and c j,n for 1 ≤ j ≤ J. Physically, an increasing n means that both obstacles become flatter at the periodic orbit, resulting in less oscillatory modes. Obst. 3 Figure 4 : In the case of a periodic orbit between two obstacles (red), the limiting phase on one obstacle has a minimum precisely at the critical point τ * j on the periodic orbit. However, this is not the case for orbits between three or more obstacles (blue). There, the minimum of the phase on obstacle Γ 1 is the point where a ray leaves orthogonal to Γ 1 and reaches the periodic orbit after an infinite number of reflections:
we have shown 3 or 4 reflections of a bundle of rays starting near the minimum of the phase. The validity of our approach is confirmed by the numerical experiments further on involving three obstacles.
A geometrical interpretation of χ and φ
We can assign a geometrical meaning to the stationary point function χ(τ ) and the phase φ(τ ) in the case of two disks, by expanding the analogy to ray tracing. Moreover, the reasoning extends to general periodic orbits.
Recall that χ(τ 1 ) is the point on Γ 2 from which a ray hits the point Γ 1 (τ 1 ). By symmetry, the converse also holds: χ(χ(τ 1 )) yields a point back on Γ 1 . In the sequence χ(χ(τ 1 )) → χ(τ 1 ) → τ 1 , it should be true that the incoming and reflected ray at the point χ(τ 1 ) on Γ 2 are at equal angles with the normal direction. In our setting of two disks or radius r and at a distance d of each other, this leads to the equation 0 = 4πχ(τ 1 ) + arctan r sin(2πχ(τ 1 )) − r sin(2πχ(χ(τ 1 ))) d + 2r − r cos(2πχ(τ 1 )) − r cos(2πχ(χ(τ 1 )))
+ arctan r sin(2πχ(τ 1 )) − r sin(2πτ 1 ) d + 2r − r cos(2πχ(τ 1 )) − r cos(2πτ 1 ) .
This equation is again highly nonlinear, and it is hard to obtain a symbolic solution on account of the application of χ on itself. However, one can compute the Taylor series of this expression for τ 1 near zero, and equate all its coefficients to zero, and we checked this to result in the same a i as in the procedure described before. One can also numerically approximate χ using (29) . In turn, we can obtain the phase in a limited range of τ from (9)- (10) . Indeed, differentiating (9) with respect to τ 1 , and substituting into (10), leads to
Multiplying both sides by χ ′ 1 (τ 2 ) and integrating with respect to τ 2 yields the explicit expression
This determines φ 1 , up to inversion of χ(τ ) in the argument of φ 1 above. The accuracy of the approximation given by (30) is included in the right panel of Figure 6 , which shows uniform accuracy in a range of τ . This could be extended to a collection of J general obstacles, but that would require repeated integration and differentiation.
We may characterize the phase further in geometrical terms. As in ray tracing, one can track the phase of a ray in a homogeneous medium along straight lines. The phase of a ray is equal to its initial phase plus the travelled distance. Hence, the phase is the sum of the lengths of all the reflecting rays. We define the r-times iterated application of χ by χ [r] (τ ), such that χ [0] (τ ) = τ , χ [1] (τ ) = χ(τ ), χ [2] (τ ) = χ(χ(τ )) and so on. We say that a point Γ 1 (τ ) is in the range of the critical point τ * if the repeated application of χ leads to the critical point, lim
This amounts to inverse ray tracing. Summing the lengths of the reflected rays leads to, for τ in the range of τ * ,
This formula holds for the case of two disks. Each term in the sum corresponds to a cycle from Γ 1 to Γ 2 and back. Note that we subtract the length of the periodic orbit L(T ) = 2d in each cycle, otherwise the sum would diverge. The formula agrees with the repeated application of the fourth and second equation in (14) , each time recursively replacing φ 1 or φ 2 in the right hand sides by their expression in terms of the other function. For a collection of J obstacles and a periodic orbit T , the reasoning can be extended by tracing a point τ 1 on Γ 1 back to the critical point τ * 1 on the periodic orbit. One sums the lengths of each cycle of reflections, following χ J down to χ 1 , and subtracts in each cycle the total length L(T ) of the orbit. As above, this corresponds to the recursive application of the second and fourth equation of (16) .
The phase at τ 1 thus computed is the distance of the shortest path traveled by the ray to the periodic orbit, in agreement with the principle of Fermat. At each obstacle, there is reflection at equal angles, and in each cycle the distance between the obstacles along the periodic orbit is subtracted.
Numerical approximation
We briefly sketch a numerical method to validate the expressions obtained in this paper, based on an implementation of the standard boundary element method for the coupled system (6) . Each operator S ji results in a matrix A j,i , and we can realize the operator T given by (7) (for two obstacles) or (15) (for multiple obstacles) numerically.
We assume for each boundary Γ j a set of functions ψ j,n (τ ) to discretize the densities with N j unknowns, see (33) further on. The discretization of a coupled problem with J obstacles results in a dense BEM matrix with block structure form
Here, A j,i ∈ C N j ×N i represents the discretization of S ji . Thus, the blocks A j,j on the diagonal are the BEM matrices of the single scattering problems involving only Γ j . The off-diagonal blocks A j,i represent the coupling from Γ i to Γ j . Our experiments are based on a collocation approach, in which we have used piecewise linear basis functions and N j = 10k j evenly spaced collocation points on each boundary Γ j [24] .
In the ray-tracing scheme for multiple scattering problems, one only uses the inverse of the diagonal blocks, as these correspond to a single scattering problem [16] . It is shown in [16] that, under certain conditions, the norms of the off-diagonal blocks are sufficiently small to allow the iterative process to converge. In addition to the convexity and non-occlusion condition already mentioned, the obstacles should be separated by more than the inverse of the wavenumber. More specifically, regularity estimates are available if ∆ j,i (τ j , τ i ) ≥ 1/k for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ J and τ i , τ j ∈ [0, 1], see [18, §4.3] and [9] .
The numerical analogue of T , a full cycle of reflections in a periodic orbit given by (15) , is obtained simply by replacing any operator S ji with its discretization A j,i ,
We can numerically compute the eigenvalue decomposition M = EDE −1 , ordered such that its largest (in modulus) eigenvalue is D 1,1 . Experiments confirm that the complex argument of D 1,1 equals L(T ), the length of the periodic orbit, up to a multiple of 2π/k. We proceed with only the first eigenvalue and eigenvector in what follows, noting only that the further eigenvalues seemingly decay rapidly, while the phases of the corresponding eigenvectors are similar to that of the first eigenvector. The modulus of the eigenvalues seems to only depend on the geometry and not on (high) k nor the number of points per wavelength, where increasing the latter two only adds negligible eigenvalues. We obtain an approximation to the phase of the eigenmode from the phase of (33), where the coefficients in the expansion are given by the first eigenvector. Recall the factorization of (2) of V j into an oscillatory and non-oscillatory part, which is approximated numerically using the first eigenvector in E,
To obtain the first eigenvectors on other obstacles than the first, one can reorder (32) and recompute the eigenvalue decomposition M = EDE −1 , but in our implementation we simply multiply E n,1 on the first obstacle with the corresponding pairs of submatrices in (32) . We can not merely consider the complex phase of point evaluations of V j to approximate φ j , since v smooth j may also be complex-valued. However, assuming that the complex argument of v smooth j varies much more slowly than Arg(exp[ikφ j (τ )]) for moderately large k, we can estimate the phase φ j at a point τ from a finite difference with small positive or negative δ,
Note that the final term simply removes any jump of size 2π in the argument that may have occurred from one point to the next. In our implementation, |δ| is the distance between collocation points in the τ -domain and because we use piecewise linear basis functions on each boundary,Ṽ j (τ − δ) simply equals E n,1 at the collocation point τ 1,n = τ − δ. The numerical phase function was already illustrated in the right panel of Figure 3 and used to validate our Taylor series expressions for φ 1 (τ ) = φ 2 (τ ) in the case of two disks. Several other examples are given in the next section. Though in this paper we present no analysis of the amplitude function v smooth j of the eigenmode, it seems concentrated in a region around the critical point τ * j . As one would expect, the support is effectively limited to that part of the obstacles that 'see' each other. The amplitude decays by a factor equal to the modulus of the largest eigenvalue after each cycle of reflections. This is also illustrated in the next section.
7 Numerical results
Two disks
We have already illustrated the accuracy of the Taylor series approximation to the limiting phase function φ in the right panel of Figure 3 . There, the eigenmode was computed numerically using the numerical method outlined in the previous section, i.e., as the eigenvector of M given by (32) . The Taylor series of the phase is computed using the explicit expressions for the coefficients given in § 3.3. The figure confirms, at least visually, that the remainder after factoring out the Taylor series of the phase is non-oscillatory, in a neighbourhood of the critical point τ * . We elaborate on the case of two disks with further experiments that are more quantitative. First, we illustrate in Figure 5 the convergence of the phase to a limiting function in consecutive iterations of the multiple scattering problem. We consider two circular obstacles again, which is similar to for example [17, Fig. 1 & 2] mentioned in § 1. The incident wave is a plane wave from the left (left panel) or a point source incidence (right panel). The density that is induced by the incident wave on the second disk is represented as a blue dotted line. In case of the plane wave, the density has a maximum and is least oscillatory near τ 2 = −1/4, which corresponds to the leftmost point on the disk. Already after the first reflection, the peak of the density is quite close to τ * = 0. After two reflections, the peak is visually indistinguishable from the critical point τ * . Furthermore, the amplitude decreases by a certain factor after each reflection due to rays leaving the scene. In the right panel of the same figure, the results are repeated for a point source incident wave, and the conclusions are similar. These experiments were performed using submatrices from the numerical method outlined in the previous section. Figure 5 : Consecutive densities in multiple scattering iterations at k = 2 7 between the two disks shown in Figure 3 , with an incident plane wave from the left (left) and a point source at (0, 0) (right).
Next, we turn to the computation of the limiting phase function in a range of τ , rather than as a Taylor series. As outlined in § 5, we can compute χ from (29) . We have applied six Newton-type iterations on (29) with an initial guess given by χ(τ ) ≈ (3 − 2 √ 2)τ , using the Chebfun package [13] . The resulting function satisfied (29) with a residual close to machine precision. Furthermore, its Taylor series coefficients closely match our coefficients a i . We have added a few iterations of χ as dashed purple lines in the left panel of Figure 3 . Recall that applying χ corresponds to tracing a ray back in time, and as such it contracts to the periodic orbit, as the figure illustrates.
The right panel of Figure 6 quantifies the convergence rate for a diverse set of approximations to the phase. Here, we have chosen a wavenumber k = 2 9 . We compute the phase using the geometric sum of distances given by (31) . We end the summation after r = 10 reflections, as the next term is close to machine precision in absolute value. The Taylor series with series expansion coefficients c i computed in § 3.3 converges to this phase at a rate τ T when taking T terms. Note that the accuracy ofφ, recall (34), is limited to 1e − 6 in this figure. This is due to the discretization error of the boundary element method, the composition of BEM submatrices, the computation of an eigenvector, approximating its argument and trying to undo the modulo 2π in it. The phase can indeed also be computed as (30) , although in a smaller domain due to the inverse of χ.
In the left panel of Figure 6 we illustrate that the limiting phase seems well approximated by two physical distances ζ and ξ that are easily computed and are illustrated in the left panel of Figure 3 . The value ζ is the distance from a point on Γ 1 to the point Γ 2 (0), i.e., the distance to the critical point on the other obstacle. The value ξ is the distance from a point on Γ 1 to its closest point on Γ 2 . Neither of these values is an exact expression of the phase, since they do not take into account reflections. However, we merely want to point out that both values are reasonable approximations, and they may prove to be useful as starting values for the solution of the non-linear system of equations (10)-(12). Relative error Figure 6 : Left: comparison between the actual phase function φ(τ ), computed via (31) , and the physical distances ζ and ξ shown in Figure 3 . Right: relative errors of the various approximations to the phase considered in this paper. High accuracy is seen for the high-order Taylor series expansions for small τ , i.e., close to the critical point.
Two general obstacles
The scattering configuration shown in Figure 7 does not exhibit the symmetry of the two disks. Moreover, the first obstacle is not convex. Still, we can consider the eigenmode corresponding to a periodic orbit connecting the two closest points on the two obstacles. In the right panel, we see that the mode is again locally nonoscillatory at τ * 1 ≈ 0.62 and its modulus still has a local maximum there. Our expressions for the Taylor series coefficients remain applicable. Factoring out a cubic or quintic approximation of the phase around τ * 1 does result in non-oscillatory behaviour of the eigenfunction near the critical point, as shown in the right panel of Figure 7 . However, the quintic approximation does not seem to be much better than the cubic one. Relative error for obstacle 3 Figure 8 : Comparison between the numerically computed phaseφ calculated via (34), and the Taylor series approximation with a varying number of terms, for scattering with two obstacles (left panel) and three obstacles (right panel).
The accuracy is quantified in Figure 8 . The numerical results for the two obstacles are shown in the left panel. Higher degree Taylor series approximations of the phase do lead to higher accuracy in a larger neighbourhood of the critical point. The accuracy in this figure is limited to 4e − 8 because of similar reasons as with the two disks. For relative errors well above this limit, we also see that the slope increases when adding more terms, as expected. So although less clear than the right part of Figure 6 , Figure 8 suggests we obtain the correct Taylor approximation of the phase.
We see a decline in Figure 7 of the absolute value of the mode at the right of τ * 1 ≈ 0.62, which corresponds to the convex part at the bottom of Γ 1 . More reflections are possible in the nonconvex part at the left of Γ 1 , resulting in a slower decrease of |V 1 (τ 1 )| for τ 1 decreasing from 0.62. Consequently, one can now distinguish two different curves for each number of terms in Figure 8 , where the one with the highest error corresponds to τ 1 < 0.62. 
Three general obstacles
Finally, we consider a configuration involving three obstacles (J = 3), shown in Figure 9 . Here, the critical point τ * 3 on the periodic orbit is in a convex part. However, the third obstacle is strongly non-convex, and has a near-inclusion with extremely complicated high-frequency behaviour in the range 0.33 < τ 3 < 0.67, τ * 3 is just outside this range and the periodic orbit is quite flat. Moreover, there is an additional J = 3 periodic orbit near τ 3 = 0.67, which may influence the one under investigation.
Still, even though the phase of the mode on the ellipse is influenced by the near-inclusion obstacle, the right part of Figure 9 shows we obtain a good approximation of it. The error in the phase is quantified in the right panel of Figure 8 , and it is clearly worse than in the previous example. Yet, somewhat surprisingly, even at the relatively small wavenumber k = 128, high accuracy is reached near the critical point. The plots as a function of |τ 3 − τ * 3 | now again have two clearly visible distinguished parts: the top one corresponds to τ 3 > τ * 3 which is the inclusion part, while the bottom one corresponds to τ 3 < τ * 3 , the convex part. The accuracy is clearly better in the convex part of the domain.
Concluding remarks and future research
The asymptotic expressions in this paper are independent of the wavenumber and the incident wave. As a result, one can approximate the limiting phases of the densities on each obstacle in a periodic orbit at a cost that is independent of the wavenumber. That is a significant advantage. However, in any set of J obstacles, there is potentially a very large number of periodic orbits. Indeed, there is a periodic orbit for any subset of the J obstacles. This combinatorial cost of multiple scattering problems is inherent to the ray-tracing methodology: the cost of ray-tracing is independent of the wavenumber, but increases rapidly with an increasing number of obstacles.
Still, the results of this paper may be used to accelerate an iterative hybrid numerical-asymptotic method (such as the methods of Ecevit et al in [16, 2, 14, 15, 7] ) as follows. A large cost of the ray-tracing is the long tail, i.e., a large number of iterations has to be performed before the difference between two consecutive iterations is small. Previous efforts have focused on accelerating the computation of the tail. However, the phases settle down quickly after only a few iterations. By extracting the asymptotic phase simultaneously for all densities on all obstacles at once, it may be possible to solve the tail at once as a coupled non-oscillatory problem. That is, we propose to perform a few iterations using phase-extraction in every step, followed by the solution of a coupled problem with the asymptotic phase extracted from each density. Since the consecutive iterations lead to the same phase in every cycle, the solution of the coupled problem is expected to be non-oscillatory. This is a topic of possible future research.
The cost of phase-extraction in the first few iterations can be further reduced if it is known how the phase of the incident wave evolves to the limiting phase we computed as a function of the number of reflections. A series expansion of v smooth j (τ ) for the limiting density would even allow this without needing a mesh for V j (τ ) at all, from which also the magnitude of the associated eigenvalues can be derived.
